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A COMBINED EXPERIMENTAL/ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO SUPPORT THE
DESIGN OF A LIGHTWEIGHT, RIGID-WALL, MOBILE SHELTER

INTRODUCTION

Lightweight, rigid-wall shelters used in mobile military operations are often constructed
of sandwich panels consisting of thin face sheets and thick, yet ultralight, core materials to
minimize weight while maximizing structural integrity. The key structural advantage of
sandwich panel construction (SPC) versus homogeneous panel construction (HPC) is the
potential for up to an order of magnitude weight reduction while matching equivalent bending
stiffnesses. Additional advantages include increases in damping, acoustic and thermal insulation,
and possibly ballistic protection performance for a given areal weight density. These
advantages, however, come at a cost, which often impacts the design and manufacturing
complexities of critical joints used to connect the sandwich panels in a box-like assembly.
Furthermore, stiffnesses of these joints are often difficult to characterize, and their finite values
significantly influence panel deflections and rotations.

Mobile, rigid-wall shelters must be certified for several transport loading environments,
including rail impact (vehicle mounted and dismounted), drop shock, mobility and external air
transport. This effort addresses the ability of mobile, rigid-wall shelters to survive the effects of
a conventional air blast. The study employed combined experimental and analytical approaches
at the material and substructural levels to (1) generate accurate shelter models, (2) validate the
material-level and substructural-level models, and (3) maximize the shelter's global performance
against a conventional air blast event early in the design stage to avoid costly physical tests.

The material-level tests focused on the mechanics of the assembled constituents that
formed the sandwich panel and the benchmarking of an appropriate finite element to predict the
displacement, stress, and strain responses. The substructural-level tests focused on loading a
structurally representative shelter section to determine the joint behaviors and stiffnesses for
model benchmarking purposes.

Finally, a complete mobile, rigid-wall, military shelter model was constructed, and its
modal behavior was characterized followed by its complete dynamic response to an air blast
event.



APPROACH

A lightweight, rigid-wall shelter was constructed for mounting on various military

vehicles, such as the high-mobility, multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV) shown in
figure 1. The shelter was primarily constructed of thin aluminum alloy face sheets (skins) that
were adhesively bonded to a relatively thick paper honeycomb core. This construction formed
an SPC system that was interconnected with various aluminum extrusions, weldments,
mechanical fasteners, and adhesive bonds. The structural and lightweight advantages result from
the decoupling of bending and shear behaviors between face sheet and core materials; that is, the
bending stiffness is materially dependent on the face sheets, and the shear stiffness is materially
dependent on the core. No appreciable bending strain energies develop in the core, and no
appreciable transverse shear strain energies develop in the face sheets. The decoupling of these
behaviors enables the designer to achieve a level of tailorability that is unmatched by

homogeneous materials but analogous to fiber-reinforced laminates.

Figure 1. Lightweight, Rigid-Wall Shelter Mounted on a HMMWV

The face sheets were 0.025-inch-thick aluminum 6061-T6 alloy except in the wheel well
region, where the face sheets were 0.015-inch-thick aluminum 2024-T4 alloy. Strength
properties' for these alloys are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Strength Properties of Aluminum Face Sheets

Aluminum Alloys Yield Stress (psi) Ultimate Stress (psi)

2024-T4 45,000 68,000

6061-T6 40,000 47,000

Two grades of Hexcel* WR-Il Krafte-coated paper honeycomb core were used .2 Non-
floor sandwich panels used WR-II-3/8-2.5 honeycomb core. This grade has a 3/8-inch cell size
and a 2.5-lb/ft3 weight density. The floor sandwich panel used WR-II-3/8-3.8 honeycomb core,
which has a 3/8-inch cell size but a higher weight density of 3.8 lb/ ft3 . This denser grade was
required to prevent crushing deformations of the floor caused by internal equipment and soldier
payloads. Compression and transverse shear properties for both grades are shown in table 2.
Note that the shear strengths, which decreased with increasing thickness, represent 83% of the
published strengths because of the required adjustments for thickness correction in accordance
with manufacturer guidelines.
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Table 2. Compression and Transverse Shear Properties for
1.210-Inch-Thick WR H Honeycomb

Compression Properties (psi) Transverse Shear Properties (psi)

Bare Stabilized Across Ribbon Direction Along Ribbon Direction

WR II Honeycomb Core Strength Strength Modulus Strength I Modulus Strength Modulus

3/8 cell, 2 5]b/ft
3  

260 340 33,000 141 13,000 83 7.000

3/8 cell, 4 0lb/ft
3  

515 570 55,000 212 19,000 145 9,000

The shelter generally comprises two primary sandwich panels. Each of these panels was
folded into three planar sections: one panel formed the floor, front-end wall, and roof, and the
second panel formed the road-side wall, door-end wall, and curb-side wall. Living hinges were
formed by localized creasing along the fold lines using a specially designed fixture. This hinge
method enabled the panels to be easily aligned to net shape for subsequent joining using
mechanical fasteners, closeout extrusions, and weldments to form the desired closed-box
configuration. The sandwich panel edges were fitted with various aluminum closeout extrusions
that were adhesively bonded and mechanically fastened between the face sheets and along their
edges. The connections between panels were made by way of mechanical joints comprising the
closeout extrusions, corner caps, fasteners, and various weldments.

The purpose of the two primary sandwich panels was to reduce the number of joints and
facilitate the manufacturing process. The rear wall included a door and related extrusions for
structural reinforcement. The shelter had a forward-wall stiffener, three blast-hoop stiffeners,
and a variety of extrusions to facilitate integration of electronic equipment. Experience has
demonstrated that, for similar SPC rigid-wall shelters subjected to side-on air blasts, structural
failures initiated along the side wall/wheel well interface from excessive flexure stresses;
therefore, three hoops of continuous stiffeners internal to the sandwich panels were designed for
increasing both the strength and stiffness of the shelter. These stiffeners were designed to
provide the additional blast resistance while providing (1) no impact on the interior shelter
volume, (2) no interference with rack-mounted equipment, and (3) a minimal weight increase.

A critical step in the efficient development of the shelter was the integration of
experimental validation tests with an analytical design approach. Because of the structural
complexity and unanticipated characteristics in structural behavior that analysis could not predict
without prior empirical knowledge, a design approach based solely on analysis would lack the
necessary robustness to accurately predict both global (panels) and local (joints) structural
behavior. Conversely, a fully experimental or "make and break" approach would require
fabrication and testing of multiple prototypes in an iterative process that would (1) generate
excessive development costs, (2) result in long lead times, and (3) be only marginally successful
from an optimization perspective. In the absence of experimentally measured performance data,
the validity of analytical results could not be confirmed for this structure; therefore, a test plan
was developed and subsequently justified to identify and characterize load-sharing mechanisms,
panel shear and flexure stiffnesses, deflections, and stress states at both the material and
structural levels.
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The material level tests focused on the mechanics of the assembled constituents that form
the sandwich panel in a simple beam-like geometry and the selection of an appropriate finite
element that accurately predicted the displacement, stress, and strain responses of each sandwich
panel component. These tests further identified potential panel failure modes that could result
from flexure loading of the full structure.

The substructural level tests focused on loading a section of the shelter that was
structurally representative of the full shelter in terms of construction (closeout extrusions,
weldments, mechanically fastened joints, adhesive bonds, etc.), restraints, and dominant mode of
loading (flexure). The goal of these tests was not to experimentally validate the shelter for any
specific loading event, but rather to obtain strain and deflection data for model benchmarking.
Once the model was sufficiently developed and accurately correlated with experimental results,
the analysis methods could then be applied with confidence to the full structure and the specific
shelter load cases to be considered.

MATERIAL-LEVEL TESTING

The material level tests focused on the mechanics of an adhesively bonded
aluminum/honeycomb sandwich panel subjected to flexure loads (that is, the dominant loading
mode for blast overpressure events). Four-point flexure tests were performed on six 20-inch-
long by 4-inch-wide by 1.26-inch-thick sandwich beams as shown in figure 2. Four-point
loading (rather than three-point loading) was selected to mitigate failures by localized core
crushing prior to the onset of face sheet yielding and to provide a gage section region subjected
to constant bending stress with no transverse shear stresses.

(b=g) 
P ,9.8 B

LB- 3.OUO

5 - - .2Ts (tf)

()

4.0 
(LaW'H 

fYM)W[I_ __ _ ___

(lhI ) t [

(W)

Figure 2. Four-Point Flexure Test Specimen
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The honeycomb ribbon direction was oriented along the longitudinal axis of the beams.
Uniaxial strain gages were adhered to the centers of both face sheets. The center location was
chosen to avoid localized effects in the vicinity of the load points but keeping within the region
of constant maximum moment. Although the appearance of the sandwich construction was
basic, it represented a relatively complex assemblage of structural materials in which a variety of
failure modes were possible. These modes included: (1) core crushing, (2) core crimping
(shear), (3) face sheet/core delamination, (4) intra-cell buckling (dimpling), and (5) face sheet
fracture. The observed failure mode for each of the 10 panels tested was transverse shearing of
the honeycomb core. Failures occurred at both the load points and support points. The midspan
deflections, peak face sheet strains, and applied loads are summarized in table 3.

Table 3. Results of Material Level Four-Point Flexure Tests

Maximum
Maximum Comprenive Maximum Honeycomb

Maximum Shear Tensile Face Face Sheet Face Sheet Transverse Mid-Span
Total Load Moment Force Sheet Straiin Axial Stess Shear Sress Deflection

Spec. # iObl n jibn)t (n/M1 (p ) (in)
1 1,021 06 3,82898 51053 3,17675 -3,13588 31,62711 10333 0251

2 1,03857 3,89464 51929 3,094 18 -3,04998 32.16948 105 10 0250

3 95537 3.58264 477 69 2,88068 -2,713,87 29,59237 9668 0252

4 65766 3,21623 42883 2,50954 -2,434,48 26,56583 6680 0 194

5 971 14 3,641 78 48557 2,87400 .2,87651 30,08085 9828 0 220

6 1,05246 3.94673 52623 3,23680 -3,062 49 32,599 72 106 51 0 237

Correlation of the finite element analysis (FEA) results to the four-point bend test data
validated the ability of the sandwich element model to accurately predict the (1) distribution of
bending stresses within the face sheets, (2) transverse shear stresses in the honeycomb core,
(3) interlaminar shear stresses within the adhesive layers, (4) bending and transverse shearing
components of the total deflection, (5) load required to fail the honeycomb core in shear, (6) load
required to fail the adhesive layer between the honeycomb core and face sheets, and (7) load
required to initiate yielding of the face sheets.

The design of an SPC for structural applications is analogous to that of I-beams, where
the face sheets (flanges) are designed to support flexure loads while the core (web) supports the
transverse shear loads. 3 An extension of Allen's 4 analysis for SPC consisting of relatively thin,
yet stiff, face sheets and relatively thick, but compliant, core layer was performed to investigate
the effects of the honeycomb core's transverse shear modulus on the deflection response of the
four-point bend specimens.

Assuming linear elasticity and symmetric face sheets, the small deflection theory was
invoked, whereby the midplane was assumed to be coincident with the neutral surface. The
neutral surface by definition is a surface having no bending stresses or deformations due to
bending. In-plane axial stresses acting on the neutral surface are referred to as "membrane
stresses." SPCs by design have considerable bending stiffness. If membrane stresses exist, the
coupled effects between bending and membrane stresses (analogous to load stiffening of beams)
must be considered-resulting in the need for a large deflection (nonlinear) solution. The need
for large deflection solutions of homogeneous plates may be necessary even for the case of
transverse loads alone; however, for SPCs conforming to the following restrictions, the small
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deflection theory should be sufficient: (1) the SPC is constructed with a relatively thick,
compliant core layer (that is, negligible elastic moduli but appreciable transverse shear moduli);
(2) the face sheets are symmetric in both material properties and thickness; (3) the SPC is
subjected to only transverse loads; and (4) no membrane stresses exist on the neutral surface.

The following analysis invokes linear elasticity (small deformation theory) and describes
the midspan deflection 6, face sheet longitudinal stress q,, face sheet longitudinal strain ,, and
core transverse shear stress Tz as functions of applied load. From Euler Beam Theory5 (EBT),
the face sheet longitudinal stress q, from flexure loading is a linear function of the bending
moment M, distance y from neutral surface to point of interest, and area moment of inertia I,
resulting in a sandwich beam having a total thickness of

MV (1)
I

where - < y <±+ ftt°aI

2 2

The maximum face sheet longitudinal stress o,, is obtained at locations of maximum
moment and distance farthest from the neutral axis. For the case of four-point flexure loading of
symmetric sandwich beams, ,, becomes

C,, a + +21f

W 2 2 (2)
142(,, +2t,

where t,. is core thickness, tf is face sheet thickness, w is the width of the cross section, a is the
distance between load and support point, and P,,,, is the maximum applied machine load.

For an isotropic material, the face sheet longitudinal strain c,,,, corresponding to o7,,, is
obtained by assuming a uniaxial stress field:

Cmax - ama, 
(3)

E_

where E., is young's modulus in the x-direction.

Castigliano's second theorem was used to derive an expression for maximum lateral
deflection based on considering the combined strain energies due to bending of the face sheets
and transverse shearing of the honeycomb core. This expression is equivalent to a Timoshenko
beam solution in which the effect of transverse shear deformation on lateral deflection is
included.6 The maximum deflection 4,,al is the sum of the midspan contributions from the face
sheet bending deformations and the core transverse shearing deformation:
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Pa3b2 -a 2 ) 1+ 3Pa (4)
, E, iw[(Ct +2tj-i,,'+ 5G , ,)

where b is the distance between load points and G. is the core transverse shear modulus.

The total flexural rigidity D, of the sandwich is computed using the parallel axis theorem
and young's modulus for each layer as

6 . = + E wtf d 2 +  - 3, , (5)
6 2 12

where d is the distance between face sheet midplanes.

Transverse shear stress rz. in the core as a function of the through-thickness variable y,, is
then given as

S 2D [,d+j.vj (6)

where V is the shearing force,

-t, < + t----- v <

2 2

If E,. <<E, then the transverse shear stress of the honeycomb core is constant through the
thickness as the product involving E, becomes negligible. The transverse shear stress
distribution in either face sheet (both face sheets assumed to be of equal thickness and material)
as a function of the through-thickness variable yf is

T )V [ ( t 2 +4t,tf +t12 -4y)E1 (7)'zl,(y, t D L 8 1

where 0 < y! < t. The maximum value of rj.,f occurs at the inner surface of the face sheet.

To determine the applied load required to initiate yielding of the face sheets, the yield
stress of aluminum 6061 -T6 (q,ijd = 40,000 psi) was substituted into equation (1) and P,,,,,
where P,ield = P.., was solved for, yielding

PYield= 1295.85 lb.

The corresponding deflection terms, axial face sheet strain (Ef = 10 x 106 psi) and
honeycomb transverse shear stress (for WR-I1-3/8-2.5 honeycomb along the ribbon direction,
G, = 13,000 psi and rxIk_alowable = 141 psi (thickness correction factor included on transverse
shear strength)) at yield are
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, hear = 0.093 inch,
5b,,d = 0.198 inch,
51,1al = 0.291 inch,
ivield = 0.004 inch/inch, and
i:z, = 131.0psi.

The transverse shearing deformation contributed 32% toward the total midspan
deflection. Because the sandwich is symmetric and linear elasticity (small deformation) is
assumed, the above strain represents the magnitude of strain in both the tensile (lower) and
compressive (upper) face sheets. The continuity of r,. across the face sheet/core interface is
checked by solving equation (7) at yl = 0 and comparing that value to the value of , Then,

rx.= 131 psi.

The effect of core transverse shear stiffness G, on the midpoint deflection is shown in
figure 3 for the above loading, material properties, and specimen dimensions. Note that 5h,,d

equals the difference between the two curves shown.

1 4
Shear Deflection at MdSao

--- Total Md-Span Deflection
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L 6W/-It .3/B-2 5 Honeycomb

02

0 5,0 1,000 15oo 20,0DO 2.00 3ow

Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Modulus, 0, (psi)

Figure 3. Effect of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Modulus Gc on Midspan Deflections

The NISA 7 finite element program was used to model the four-point bend test specimen.
Two models were generated using the sandwich element (type-33) and the solid composite
element (type-7). The sandwich element was an eight-noded laminated shell element that
supported membrane-bending coupling and transverse shear deformations. Each node had six
degrees of freedom (DOFs) consisting of three translations (u 1, u2, and 3) and three rotations
(al, a2, and a3); however, the rotational DOF normal to the element surface a3, commonly
referred to as the "drilling DOF," possessed no rotational stiffness. This element was developed
for thick shells consisting of two or more face sheets and one or more cores. Figure 4 shows the
stress components for a general three-dimensional (3-D) laminated composite. The face sheets
were restricted to states of plane stress (orux, q,', and O,), and the core supported only transverse
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shear stresses (o and o). At the interface between the face sheets and the honeycomb core, the
interlaminar shear stresses a., and a&. were of particular interest. Here, these stresses
represented the in-plane shear stresses within the adhesive layer and, when compared to the
allowable shear strength of the adhesive, can be used to predict adhesive shear failures. The
solid composite element was a laminated brick element formulated by using general 3-D states of
stress (a., l,., qo, oq, and qz) with each node having three translational DOFs only. The
layers of both the sandwich element and the composite solid element were assumed perfectly
bonded together. Although the sandwich element did not support through-thickness
deformations, which were expected to be negligible for global shelter models, it was considered
to be significantly more efficient (computationally) than the solid composite element. Use of the
solid composite element for a full shelter model would not be practical because of the level of
mesh refinement required. The solid composite element, however, was preferred in localized
models where 3-D stress states and through-thickness deformations were prevalent in joints,
weldments, adhesive bonds, and fastener regions.

o, o In-Plane Normal Stresses
o Transverse Normal Stress Z

a,, c., In-Plane Shear Stresses TopSufae

o,, o,y Transverse Shear Stresses T c
_, c. Interlaminar Shear Stresses*

- Top and Bdtomn Surflcs of Each Laem)

0 NY

L rraLaminae N ral Surface lies YZ X-Y Plae

Figre4.General 3-D9 Stress Components for Laminated Composites

Displacement and stress results of the sandwich element model subjected to a total load
of 1295.85 lb are shown in the contour plots in figures 5 through 7. At maximum load, the peak
total displacement of 0.278 inch occurred at the midspan and varied by only 4.5% of the
analytical solution provided by equation (4). The magnitudes of the maximum axial stress o' r in
the tensile and compressive face sheets were equal to 40,400 psi, which varied by only 1.0% of
equation (2). The maximum transverse shear stress or= in the honeycomb core (figure 7), remote
from localized effects of the load points, was 138.0 psi, which varied by 5.4% of the predicted
value from equation (6).
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Figure 7. Transverse Shear Stress q, Contour Plot for the Honeycomb Core
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The solid composite element model shown in figure 8 captured the linear elastic through-
thickness deformations at the load and support points. For the same maximum load used in the
sandwich model and closed-form solution, the maximum displacement of the composite solid
element model was 0.282 inch at the midspan. This model, however, did not include the effects
of plasticity (stress softening) due to localized yielding of the compressive face sheet, which was
evident in the tests. Post-test inspections revealed that the permanent indentations made at either
the load or support points ranged in depth up to 0.06 inch. The maximum axial stresses o, in the
tensile and compressive face sheets were 40,290 psi and -40,080 psi, respectively. The
maximum transverse shear stress ox in the honeycomb core was 141.1 psi.

toriutedLo& 0 mO

Pinned
Boundary" '

Boundwy .. o

Figure & Contour Plot of Vertical Displacement in Inches from Composite Solid
Element Model at 1295.85-lb Total Load

A comparison of the midspan deflections from the closed-form solution, finite element
models, and experimental tests is shown in figure 9. The maximum load used in both the closed
form and finite element solutions was used to normalize the experimental deflections. The
experimental deflections were expected to slightly exceed those predicted by the closed-form and
finite-element methods because localized indentations observed in the tests and solid composite
element model at the load and support points could not be simulated in the closed-form solution
and sandwich element model. The closed-form and FEA solutions were based on linear
elasticity and did not include any geometric or material nonlinearities due to large deformations,
plasticity, etc.

The material level flexure tests and subsequent modeling verified the significance of
incorporating a shear deformable analysis method for developing the shelter. Both the sandwich
and solid composite elements were successfully benchmarked for use in developing models of
the full shelter provided that the limitations of linear elasticity were not exceeded.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Midspan Deflections for Normalized 1295.85 lb-Applied Load

REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURAL TESTING AND
DETERMINATION OF JOINT ROTATIONAL STIFFNESSES

The test specimen configuration shown in figures 10 and 11, along with its restraints and
four-point loading arrangement, was specifically designed to generate high flexure stresses along
the shelter's hoop direction because flexure was the dominant mode resulting from blast
overpressure loads. The test configuration represented nearly one lateral half of the shelter
without the forward and rear walls. The honeycomb core was oriented so that the ribbon
direction was parallel to the shelter hoop axis. As with the beam flexure tests, four-point, rather
than three-point, loading was selected to mitigate failures by localized core crushing prior to
yielding of the face sheets. Two clamped point restraints, located at each end of the floor
"D"-extrusion (fore and aft of the wheel well), were necessary for generating substantial flexure
stresses at the side wall/wheel well interface.

Absent these clamped restraints, analysis demonstrated that (1) flexure stresses within the
side-wall/wheel-well region were minimal and (2) the floor panel would fail by excessive
bending deflections, which were not admissible during a blast event. In a realistic blast event of
the full shelter, the shelter floor would bottom out against the vehicle's cargo area floor. The
edges of the floor and roof panels were bolted to the test frame with clamping plates to provide
nearly rigid boundary conditions.
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The joints of particular focus in the structural test specimens are the roof-to-side-wall
joints and the floor-to-side-wall joints-all of which are constructed with aluminum
D-extrusions designed with faceted surfaces to facilitate the construction of 90' comer
connections. See figure 12 for an exploded view of a D-extrusion joint.

fCO
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Figure 12. Exploded View of a Typical D-Extrusion Joint

By using a general-purpose structural test frame, welded-steel loading assembly, and
hydraulic actuator, two line loads were quasi-statically applied to the shelter side wall using the
loading bars as shown in figure 10. A spherical bearing was used to connect the loading
assembly to the test frame. Because the bearing was not capable of resisting torques or bending
moments, the resultant loads applied along the two load bars were equal. The stiffness of the
overall loading assembly prevented deformations of these bars along their lengths; therefore, all
points of the shelter section in contact with a specific loading bar deflected the same amount as
that particular load bar. It cannot be inferred, however, that deflections under both load bars
were equal.

A preliminary FEA model was used to identify locations for positioning up to 76 strain
gages. The strain gages were bonded on the inner and outer face sheet surfaces as shown in
figure 10. Strain gages 1 and 2 were located at the forward end of the shelter test section; gages
3 and 4 were located at the middle of the shelter test section; and gages 5 and 6 were located at
the aft end of the shelter test section. Strain gages 1, 2, and 3 were located on the outer face
sheets; gages 4, 5, and 6 were located on the inner face sheet surfaces. All gages were uniaxial
and oriented along the shelter hoop direction. Strain data were recorded with a data acquisition
system. The center deflections of the side wall and roof panels were recorded using linear
variable displacement transducers (LVDTs).

Section test 1 included 72 strain gages located in rows A through L. For this test
specimen, the maximum applied load was 9935 lb. Strain measurements at rows D and F were
dominated by mostly pure bending behavior but, by contrast, were less than 25% of row E-
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suggesting that the D-extrusion joints along the upper and lower side-wall edges transferred less
moment than would be expected for rigid connections. This counterintuitive observation
rendered the restraining effects of these joints to be rotationally limited; that is, the D-extrusion
joints behaved more like pinned connections rather than rigid connections. The rotational
stiffness at the wheel well-to-floor joint was comparable to those of the side wall/roof and side
wall/wheel-well joints. Displacement readings from the roof and side-wall LVDTs at maximum
load were 2.493 inches inward and 0.104 inch outward, respectively. A localized tensile fracture
through the floor inner face sheet and the blast hoop stiffener occurred inches forward of the
wheel-well region as shown in figure 10. Although some plastic deformation of the side wall
was evident, no face sheet/core delaminations or fractures of the honeycomb core were detected.

Section test 2 instrumentation was modified to include additional strain gages located at
row M. This row location coincided with the region where fracture occurred in the previous test
section. Only four gages were used on this row; they were numbered consistently with those
shown in other rows as gages 1 and 4 at the forward end and 3 and 6 at the aft end. The
maximum load applied during section test 2 was 10,422 lb, with a tensile fracture of the inner
face sheet and hoop stiffener occurring directly through strain gage M3. This failure location
was symmetrically opposite that of the first test. At an approximate load of 9806 lb, however, a
pair of buckled regions (wrinkles) in the external (compressive side) face sheet occurred because
of the contact between the loading bars and the side wall. The buckled regions shown in
figure 13 were located immediately adjacent to the inside of the loading bars and were a direct
result of excessive friction forces preventing slippage between the load points and the external
face sheet.

I
~hace Sheet-To-C

DelrniatinsDue To

Coffnipmion Icofforession

Tension Tension

Figure 13. Buckling Failure of the Compressive Face Sheet During Section Test 2

By not allowing slippage to occur, the region of the external face sheet between the
loading bars simply acted as a plate on an elastic foundation subjected to an in-plane
compressive load. Strain measurements at rows B through G and J through M were bending-
dominant; strain measurements at rows A and H were membrane-dominant. The maximum
tensile and compressive strain magnitudes for the side wall were nearly identical (indicating pure
bending) to 5000 p in./in.; both occurred at row E and established that significant yielding
resulted. Strains at rows D and F were less than 28% of the strain at row E, which indicated that
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the D-extrusion joints limited rotational resistance to the applied bending loads. With increasing
distance away from the clamping plate assembly, roof strains at rows A through C increased and
became more bending-dominant. Wheel-well strain measurements at rows G through I were

relatively low (< 800 pt in./in.). Strain values, however, increased locally to a maximum
compressive strain of approximately -1200 t in./in. at row J near the interface of the wheel-well
vertical panel and the floor. Floor strains at rows K and L were moderate (up to 1200 t in./in.)
and reflected a flexure-dominant response, as evidenced by the bending deformation of the floor.
The maximum roof and side-wall displacements were 2.859 inches inward and 0.051 inch
outward, respectively. Strain measurements were consistent with those obtained from the first
test. The maximum roof and side-wall displacements were 2.859 inches inward and 0.051 inch
outward, respectively. Plastic deformations were evident in the D-extrusions of the roof-to-side-
wall and floor-to-side-wall joints, as shown in figure 14, as well as the two localized buckling
zones on the outer face sheet of the side wall. There were, however, no delaminations between
the face sheets and honeycomb core or fractures of the honeycomb.

Pre-test view Post-test view

Figure 14. Pre-Test and Post-Test Views of Roof-to-Side- Wall Joint in
Representative Structural Testing

Two testing modifications were made for section test 3. Dial indicators were used to
measure relative motions at the five locations shown in figure 15 so that changes in joint angles
could be calculated. The maximum applied load was 10,441 lb, with a tensile failure of the inner
face sheet and hoop stiffener occurring adjacent to the M3 strain gage location. Bending-
dominant strains were observed in all rows except A and H. Side-wall strains at row E exhibited
a pure bending response up to yielding (A ± 4,000 t in./in.). Beyond yield, the maximum strains
at this row were 5872 t in./in. in tension and -4418 p in./in. in compression. Similar to the
previous tests (section tests 1 and 2), maximum strain magnitudes in rows D and F were less than
one-third of row E, which also indicated compliance at the D-extrusion joints. Magnitudes of
wheel-well strains in rows G through I were less than 680 p in./in. An increase in wheel-well
strains was observed at row J, adjacent to the interface at the floor, with a maximum compressive
reading of-1019 p in./in.. This finding was consistent with those of section tests 1 and 2. Floor
strain at rows K and L were approximately 25% higher in compression than in tension but
showed a bending dominance. Deflection readings for the LVDTs were 2.574 inches inward for
the side wall and 0.058 inch outward for the roof. Post-test inspection revealed no delaminations
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between the face sheets and honeycomb core and no core fractures. Joint and panel rotation
angles were plotted in figure 15 as a function of load. The maximum recorded change in joint
rotation angle was -6.3', which occurred at the roof/side-wall joint at 6950 lb. This load was
not, however, the maximum load; it was the load at which the dial indicator slipped and no
further measurements at this location were possible. A linear extrapolation predicted that the
roof/side-wall joint would have rotated by -7.0' had the dial indicator remained in the proper
position. The floor-panel rotation was 19.60 at maximum load.
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Figure 15. Plot of Measured Rotation Angles Versus Total Applied Load for Section Test 3

Results of the three representative section tests generally indicated that the structural
behavior was linear with respect to the applied load. Additionally, the repeatability of the load-
displacement curves as shown in figure 16 was indicative of the high-quality manufacturing
processes used to fabricate the specimens.
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Figure 16. Plot of L VDT Displacement Readings Versus
Total Applied Load for Section Tests 1, 2, and 3
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Failure modes for all three section tests were identical and occurred at symmetric
positions across the floor. Load at failure varied by less than 5% on average. Deflection
readings from the roof and side-wall LVDTs were linear up to the onset of yielding at the
fracture regions. Strain distributions were also repeatable. All strain gage rows except rows A
and H demonstrated bending-dominant responses. Rows A and H, however, were subjected to
appreciable membrane strains in comparison to their bending strains. The presence of the
membrane strains was indicative of a load stiffening effect that introduced geometric
nonlinearities to these particular rows at an approximate total applied load of 5000 lb.

Collectively, the strain results counterintuitively revealed that the D-extrusion joints were
rotationally compliant. These joints were originally anticipated to remain rigid; that is, the
initially right angles between adjacent panel regions were expected to remain at right angles
when loaded. These tests, however, demonstrated that the D-extrusion joints, when subjected to
closing moments during flexure, actually behaved more like pinned connections rather than rigid
joints in which their rotations were not negligible. The joints contributed only a limited amount
of rotational resistance to the flexure loads. The effects of these finite rotations were significant
on the resulting strain and deflection responses of the test sections. Furthermore, the limited
rotational resistance was expected to have a similar impact on the strain and deflection behavior
of the complete shelter.

A linear elastic finite element model of the substructural test specimen (in figure 10) was
developed to simulate the section test behavior and to match the experimental strain gage data
and the LVDT deflection results. The model included second-ordered sandwich elements for the
panels, beam elements for the extrusions, and spring elements for calibrating the joint rotational
stiffnesses. A nominal 10,000-lb total load was applied, and the joint rotational stiffnesses were
adjusted until the model matched the experimental strain, deflection, and joint rotational angle
results.

Table 4 lists the tabulated LVDT and FEA deflection results; the bar graphs in figure 17
show the correlation between the experimental test results and the FEA strain results. These
results, however, are for a total applied load of up to only 5000 lb. Beyond this load, the
nonlinearities observed at strain gage rows A and H could not be reflected by the linear elastic
model.

Table 4. Experimental and FEA Deflections

Deflection Results At 5,000 lb. Total Load

(Negative indicates outward)

Sidewall Roof

FEA 0.878 -0.121
Test #1 1.009 -0.079

Test #2 0.809 -0.105

Test #3 1.014 0.055
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The bar charts comparing experimental and predicted strains shown in figure 17 generally
demonstrated a high level of correlation. The joint rotational stiffnesses, KROT, that were used in
the FEA model are shown in table 5. These stiffnesses provided the calibration necessary to
achieve the correlation of strain and deflection results between the tests and the model.

Table 5. Section Test Joint Rotational Stiffnesses

Joint Location Description KROT (In-lblrad)

Roof To Side Wall 2,500

Side Wall To Wheel Well 2,500

Wheel Well To Floor 2,500

Side Wall To Floor 5,000
Wheel Well Hodzontal To Floor 2,500

Side Wall To Vertical Wheel Well 5,000
Floor To Wheel Well Fore & Aft 2,500

Clamped Edges 55,000
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Figure 18 plots the nodal force distributions resulting from the transfer of loads from the
loading bars to the side wall. This plot exhibited stiffening effects from the blast hoop
extrusions, as demonstrated by the locations of relative peak forces being coincident with the
extrusion positions. Similarly, figure 19 plots the hoop force reactions at the nodes along the
clamped roof and floor edges. The variations of these reaction forces also demonstrated a
stiffening effect in the presence of the blast hoop extrusions. The roof-edge reactions were
approximately 300% greater than the floor-edge reactions, which explained why the roof strain
gages at row A signified a pronounced state of membrane stresses. The two fixed-point
restraints on the floor adjacent to the wheel wells reduced the in-plane loading within the floor.
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Figure 18. Plot of Model-Predicted Nodal Forces Along Upper and Lower Load Bars
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Figure 19. Plot of Model-Predicted Global Y-Direction Reaction Forces
at Floor and Roof Edges

Stress contour plots of the inner and outer face sheets and honeycomb layers were
captured in accordance with the element local material directions (that is, the X- and Y-axes as
shown in figure 20) and are shown in figures 21 through 26. Figures 27 and 28 show the global
displacement contour plots. A contour plot of the strain energy developed in the model at full
loading is shown in figure 29. Note that the location of maximum strain energy reflects the
failure locations observed during testing.
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Figure 26. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress Oyz for Section Test
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Figure 29. Contour Plot of Strain Energy for Section Test

To further increase the structural integrity of the shelter, another key modification was
included. The major joints formed by the D-extrusions found in a previous-generation shelter
possessed unequal (bilinear) rotational stiffnesses when they were subjected to an opening versus
a closing moment because of the presence of only a single weld. By adding an internal weld
between the inner face sheets, the current shelter joints possessed equal rotational stiffnesses for
both opening and closing moments.

The difference in the joint rotational stiffnesses is explained in the plane strain joint
models shown in figures 30, 31, and 32.

PLANE STRAIN CSE WITH
STATIC PRES!11RIE LOAD

N THEA M[ LAOItYERN

&MD 7HIS ma

Figure 30. D-Extrusion Joint Subjected to Closing Moment
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Figure 32. Equilinear Rotational Stiffnesses: Opening Versus Closing
Moments for D-Extrusion Joints

These models were subjected to a horizontal unit load applied at the top of the vertical
member and supported by fixed constraints imposed on the left end of the horizontal member as
shown. The applied unit load generates an opening moment within both joints. Stress values
shown represent Von Mises stresses at key locations within the aluminum components including
the external weld. It is clearly apparent that the doubly welded joint design provides a more
uniform stress distribution, significantly reduces the peak stresses, and gains a 2:1 increase in
joint rotational stiffness. Although the section tests were conducted with joints containing only
the external welds, the results are expected to match those for a doubly welded joint section test
subjected to the same loading because all the joints in the section test experienced closing
moments. Joints constructed without the internal welds and subjected to closing moments
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experience contact between the joint extrusions, resulting in a kinematic stiffening effect.
Conceivable load cases in which a complete shelter may experience opening moments at these
joints include all dynamic loading events and static loading events, such as external air transport
(EAT) lift, deadweight, and racking tests.

As a result of the plastic deformations observed in the D-extrusion joints during the
representative structural tests, a modification was made by adding a diagonal rib to stiffen it
against collapse. This modification is shown in figure 33 and will be used in the production of
future shelters.

Figure 33. Rib-Stiffened D-Extrusion Design

SHELTER MODEL FOR MODAL AND DYNAMIC LOAD CASES

A complete structural model of the shelter was developed (see figures 34 and 35). This
model included all sandwich panel sections, extrusions, joint rotational stiffnesses, and rigid
boundary conditions that simulated the shelter-to-vehicle mounting attachments. Each of these
was required for predicting the response of the full shelter to various loading events when the
shelter was mounted to the HMMWV. Rigid link elements were used to represent the hinges and
the striker mechanisms connecting the door panel to the door-end wall. The demarc panel
(access panels used for signal or power input/output points) elements were connected to the
sandwich elements and closeout extrusions by using rigid links. Second-ordered sandwich
elements and linear beam elements, as used in the model of the representative shelter test
sections, were used for the full shelter model.

Shefter-to-HMMVM Mounting
Kit Fasteners Fixed B/C's

Figure 34. FEA Model of the Full Shelter
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Figure 35. Description of Beam, Spring and Rigid Link Elements

MODAL AND DAMPING ANALYSES

For dynamic loading events, the time-based equations of motion shown in equation (8)
included effects caused by damping. The damped behavior of the shelter was determined by
conducting an eigenvalue analysis that established natural frequencies of vibration (fi) and
corresponding mode shapes so that proper values of damping could be established. Let

[M 11 + [C]A1 + [K IX = if (/)}, (8)

where [M] =global mass matrix,

[C] = damping matrix,

{ f(t) } = vector of nodal forces,

[K] = global stiffness matrix,

X = vector of nodal displacements,

K = vector of nodal velocities,

X = vector of nodal accelerations.
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Rayleigh damping 8 (also known as proportional damping) was assumed in accordance
with equation (9), which reflects contributions from both mass-based damping a and stiffness-
based damping /t. In general, stiffness-based damping results from hysteretic effects observed
during cyclic loading of elastic materials. Additional sources of structural damping were
expected from the mechanically fastened joints and the face sheet/honeycomb core adhesive
layers. Mass-based damping affected the dynamic response at lower frequencies;
structural-based damping affected dynamic response at higher frequencies. A recommended
critical damping ratio of 5% was used for all flexure modes.

[C]= a[M]+ ],8[K (9)

where a = , i (0 ,-, Oi (10)

f= 2 2(°; -°i') 1)
CoL -e)0

2 (-Cl

,2z C =j0.05. (12)
C,r

The eigenvalue analysis was performed using the Lanczos method8 with an upper cutoff
frequency (f.) of 100 Hz. The computed mode shapes (eigenvectors) were all flexure dominant
with symmetric and antisymmetric deformations. The fundamental natural frequencyf, was a
symmetric flexure mode of the roof at 30.45 cycles/sec (Hz). The first 20 resonant frequencies
were spaced rather uniformly and are listed in table 6, along with their corresponding mode
shapes. Plots of the first four mode shapes are shown in figure 36. By using values of COw =
191.32 rad/sec and o- = 227.33 rad/sec corresponding tofi andfi, respectively, a and /3were
computed as a =10.389 and f = 2.389x104.

Table 6. Frequency and Mode Shape Results Where A Equals
One Wavelength of a Representative Sinusoid

Mode # Freumncy (Hz) Mode Description
1 30.45 Roof - X/2 length by V12 width

2 36 18 Curtroad side wall -0 1 length by V12 height

3 40 38 Front end wall - V2 width by V2 height

4 4510 Floor - V2 length by W12 width

5 50 14 Front end wall - 012 width by 02 height

6 56 78 Curbiroed side well - 02 lergth by 012 height
7 58 73 Door end wall -X2 width by 012 height

8 6036 Floor - A12 length by 012 width

0 6358 Roof X length by 2 mdth

10 75 14 Cuirblroed side wall - 012 length by V12 height

11 7946 Curbiroad side well x length by V2 height

12 8303 Roof - 012 length by A wdth

13 8351 Doo end wall - X mdth by 2 heigm

14 8410 Curbiroed side wall X length by 02 height

15 8758 Corb side wheel well - rotation

16 9357 Front end wall - wdth by 012 height

17 97 60 Floor - X length by 012 dth

18 10287 Floor- 62 length by 012 midth

19 10885 Roof - 372 length by Xf2 mdth

20 10957 Roof -6 length by X width
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Figure 36. Modal Analysis Results of First Four Resonant Frequencies
and Corresponding Mode Shapes

AIR BLAST OVERPRESSURE ANALYSIS

Virtual verification of structural response levels (that is, deflections, stresses, etc.) was
necessary for the dynamic blast loading events. Virtual verification also minimized the number
of full-scale shelter prototypes required for blast testing. A blast overpressure case, in which the
shelter was assumed mounted to a HMMWV, was considered, using the finite element method.
This blast case used a nominal 2.5-psi overpressure with the road-side wall as the incident blast

face. A blast analysis for only one side-wall was performed because the lateral symmetry of the
shelter eliminated the need to perform a separate blast analysis for each side-wall. The floor was
considered isolated from air blast overpressure loads because the vehicle cargo area floor would
deflect these loads. The front-end wall was not considered as an incident blast face because it
was shielded, to a limited extent, by the vehicle cab. The roof was not considered as an incident
blast face because the shelter was not designed to support direct overhead air blasts.

This specific overpressure was assumed to be caused by a conventional weapon air blast.

Previous analyses by Frantz, et al. 9 concluded that the peak shelter response of a
vehicle-mounted shelter subjected to overpressure loads was decoupled from that of the vehicle.
Because the blast overpressure pulses were of such short duration, the shelter peak response

would occur prior to the vehicle peak response. The vehicle was effectively represented by the
rigid boundary conditions at the mounting kit fastener locations shown in figure 34. The

displacement results of the shelter blast models were, therefore, considered to be relative with
respect to the vehicle.
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The blast case was for a 2.5-psi peak side-on overpressure, Pso, impinging upon the
road-side wall of an empty (nonintegrated) shelter. The road-side wall was assumed to be
perpendicular to the propagating direction of the shock wave. Transient pressure-versus-time
curves were generated for each surface of the shelter in accordance with procedures outlined by
Harris and Credelo for a closed box-like structure. At the arrival time t, = 0 the time-varying
side-on overpressure ps(t) was a maximum at Pso and then decayed exponentially according to
equation (13).

t (1 ) to)ex.(I-i} (13)

where t, = time duration of positive side-on overpressure = 0.789 second, or

p,(O) = p,, = 2.5 psi.

Also, an exponentially decaying reflected pressure p,(t) was generated by the overpressure wave
on the road-side wall reaching a maximum value p,(O), at time = t, according to equation (14).

S(t) = p, (2 + 6p, (t) (14)Pr7 k p,, + p, (t) )

where po = ambient pressure = 14.7 psi,
pr(O)= Pro = 5.356 psi.

As a result of the moving air mass, an exponentially decaying dynamic pressure wave
p,(t) developed and is described by equation (15):

pAt) = Pd,,i - , exp -2t , (15)

where pdo = peak dynamic pressure = 0.15 psi,
tod = time duration of positive dynamic pressure = 1.5 to = 1.183 seconds.

The effective transient pressure loading curve for the road-side wall as the incident blast
face Pbfa,te was formulated by superimposing the overpressure, reflected pressure, and the
dynamic pressure in accordance with equations (16):

0

Pbie = PS corresponding to: time = (16)Po 2 t
0P~ 3

t3
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where t, = time for the reflected pressure to clear incident blast face = 0.006 second.
td= duration of side-on overpressure = 0.592 second.

At ta, the effective blast face pressure was at its maximum value p, and decayed to a
combined value of overpressure and dynamic pressure at the clearing time t,. The duration of the
reflected pressure t, equals 3vla, where a is the distance from the center of the blast face to the
nearest edge and V, is the velocity of the shock wave in air given by equation (17).

v0 = 1,117 1+ -14,352 in./sec. (17)7 P0

The nonincident shelter surfaces, such as the roof, front-end wall, door-end wall, and
curb-side wall, were subjected to only the overpressure as described in equation (14). There
were no reflected pressures on these surfaces. The pressure loading arrival times for the roof,
front-end wall, and door-end wall were equal to ta. The arrival time for the curb-side wall
pressure loading, however, was delayed by At,, = L/v,. Here, L represents the separation distance
between the incident blast face (road-side wall) and the opposite face (curb-side wall) and was
equal to the width of the shelter. This delay represented the time required for the pressure wave
to traverse across the roof before loading of the curb-side wall began. The time increment
needed to fully pressurize the curb-side wall Atp was 5a/v,. The effective transient pressure
loading for the curb-side wall ppl ,, was formulated by superimposing contributions from the
overpressure and dynamic pressure as shown in equation (18).

0
0 L

0 v,

Popce (P, - 0.5PdfL +5ao corresponding to: time L+5a

(p - 0.5P L(18) L+2t

V j V 3

0 L0 + td
V
o

A plot of the effective transient pressure curves resulting from an air blast impinging
upon the road-side wall is shown in figure 37. Figure 38 shows the transient shelter pressures for
road-side wall as the incident blast face (P.o.o = 2.5 psi).
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The transient solution was obtained through direct integration of the linear equations of
motion using the implicit Newmark integration method described by Bathe8 and shown in
equation (19).

M , A,( + C "A,U +K 'AU = /+A'R. (19)

Initial conditions of displacement "U, velocity o and acceleration U0 were
prescribed as zero at t = 0. The displacements and velocities were enforced for equilibrium at
time t + At according to equations (20 and 21):

t+AtU = '0 + [(I -3) 'U +g 'A)t. (20)

t+AU= 'U+ 'OAt+[(112-a) 'U +a '+ OUt2. (21)

Here, At is the time step for integration and the parameters 5and a were set to 0.5 and
0.25, respectively, so that the Newmark method was unconditionally stable, thus preventing
unbounded round-off errors. Proper selection of At controlled which frequencies and mode
shapes were allowed to participate in the desired solution. In general, an accurate solution is
obtained when At < 0.05 r, where c. = the smallest natural period considered. Using the cutoff
frequencyf = 100 Hz, r. was computed as 0.01 second and At was 0.5 millisecond. The blast
solution was computed for 0 < t < 0.9 second, which captured the peak and overall responses of
each shelter surface.

Results of the blast analysis, with the road-side wall as the incident blast face and Pso =
2.5 psi, established that the peak lateral displacement (global Y-direction) of the road-side wall
center node was 2.119 inches, which occurred at time t = 8 milliseconds. Figure 40 shows the
resultant square root sum of squares (SRSS) displacement contours for the full shelter at this
time. Graphs of the displacement-time histories for the global X- , Y- , and Z-directions are
shown in figures 41 and 42. Figure 41 uses a short-duration time scale of 0.1 second to clearly
exhibit the arrival time t,; figure 42 shows the entire response spanning up to 0.9 second.

2.119

1.968

1.816

1.665

1.514

1. 362

1.211

1.059

.9081

.7568

.6054

.4541
.3027

.1514

Oq 
~0.

Figure 40. Displacement Contour Plot at Time of Peak
Road-Side Wall Displacement (t = 8 ms)
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Figure 43 depicts the shelter deformations corresponding to a cross section through the
central hoop stiffener at key response times. The peak lateral displacement of the curb-side wall
center node (global Y-direction) was -1.311 inches, which occurred at t = 24 milliseconds. Peak
lateral displacement of the roof center node (Z-direction) was -3.961 inches, which occurred at
t = 15 milliseconds. Peak lateral displacements for the front-end and door-end walls were
1.901 inches and 1.435 inches, respectively, which occurred simultaneously at I = 11
milliseconds. The difference between the front-end and door-end wall lateral displacements
resulted from the added stiffness contributions from the aluminum extrusions found in the
door-end wall. The maximum relative rotation within the road-side, wall-to-roof joint was 80,
occurring at approximately 15 milliseconds. This time corresponded to the time of peak lateral
deflection of the roof panel.

Peak road side wall Peak roof displacement Peak curb side wall

displacement response response I displacement response

time time time

(t= 8 ms) (t 
= 15 ms) (t = 24 ms)

... . .. ..- ...'- .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... . . . - .. .......... . ........ ....... ........ ......... . . . . . . .

Figure 43. Deformations of Shelter Cross Section Through Central Blast
Stiffener Plane at Various Response Times

Stress results for the road-side wall as the incident blast face were summarized and
tabulated in table 7 in accordance with the local material axes described in figure 44 and the
nodal location map shown in figure 45. Positive principal stresses represent the maximum
principal stresses (p,); negative principal stresses represent the minimum principal stresses
(p2); and , is the maximum shear stress as computed in accordance with equations (22) and
(23). The bolded stresses in table 7 require further mesh refinements and possibly localized
models employing continuum elements to more accurately predict stresses in these regions.

Table 7. Stress Results Summary for the Road-Side Wall as Incident Blast Face
Road Side Wall As Incident Blast Face (Pso - 2.5 psi)

Inner Face Sheet Stresses (psi) Outer Face Sheet Stresses (psi) Core Stresses (psi)

Panel UXX -rY I-Yl -p I* yl,aY 1 -" 0-yy I -)YI o-p I 1, . OX a oy
Road Side Wall 23,110 40,660 1,402 40,771 14,937 -25,830 -43,790 384 -43,798 17,329 76 144

Roof 35,720 47,940 350 47,950 24,482 -38,410 -49,420 130 -49,422 22,531 131 261
Door End Wall 27,890 32,710 713 32,813 23,573 -42,470 -41,370 790 -42,883 16,661 103 142

FrontWall 24,740 33,640 367 33,655 15,039 -25,550 -35,010 1,073 -35,130 15,582 112 137
Curb Side Wall 12,660 24,180 801 24,235 8,833 -12,996 -26,257 700 -26,294 9,876 61 137

Floor & Wheel Wells -47,630 -93,330 27,002 -105,053 27,023 52,700 84,310 30,685 103,021 30,685 382 1,405
All stresses reported in local material coordinate systems.

- Represents in-plane shear stress at maxmin principal stress location.
Bold values represent localized stress results that are not resolvable with global shelter model.
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p-= + U . + UO + o-v2 (22)
'2- 2 "

II22
F( 2 =('" (23)

Contour plots of face sheet normal stresses a, and qy and honeycomb core transverse
shear stresses or, and ozy were plotted for individual panels and are shown in figures 46 through
93. Individual panel contour plots were necessary because, for dynamic events, the peak
responses for all panels were not coincidental in time.

For the inner face sheet of the road-side wall, peak normal stresses o, (figure 46) and a,.
(figure 47) were 23,110 psi and 40,660 psi, respectively, and both occurred at the center at I = 8
milliseconds. At this time and center location (node 889), the magnitude of the in-plane shear
stress o,", was 1402 psi. The corresponding maximum principal stress up, for the inner face sheet
was 40,771 psi at the center location (node 889), which exceeded the face sheet yield stress by
2%. The maximum in-plane shear stress 6'y for the inner face sheet of the road-side wall was
14,937 psi (figure 48), which occurred near the forward lower comer. Normal stresses along the
edges of the road-side-wall inner face sheet exhibited moderate compression that was indicative
of limited rotational resistance provided by the D-extrusion joints. The maximum compressive
o stress in the road-side-wall inner face sheet was -12,590 psi (figure 46), occurring adjacent to
the upper end of the central blast stiffener. Likewise, the maximum compressive a,, stress in
this inner face sheet was -31,200 psi (figure 47) at the same location.

For the outer face sheet, the maximum normal stresses o, (figure 49) and q, (figure 50)
were -25,830 psi and -43,790 psi, respectively, occurring at the center. The magnitude of the
in-plane shear stress o,Y at the center of the outer face sheet was only 384 psi. The minimum
principal stress U,,2 at the center of the outer face sheet was -25,822 psi, which was substantially
below the face sheet yield stress. The maximum magnitude of the in-plane shear stress o' for
the outer face sheet was -17,329 psi (figure 51), which was localized along the rear vertical edge
connecting the road-side wall and wheel-well assembly.

Transverse shear stresses o (figure 52) and o'., (figure 53) in the road-side-wall
honeycomb core were 75.66 psi and 143.6 psi, respectively, which occurred along the edges.

For the road-side-wall as the incident blast face and p,o = 2.5 psi, stresses within the
road-side wall face sheets and honeycomb core reached their allowable strength values. If
yielding occurred in the actual structure, stresses in the face sheets would locally redistribute
around the plastic region because of the limited amount of strain hardening (ductility) available;
however, permanent deformation of the face sheets would result.
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Figure 48. Contour Plot of q7y Stress for the Road-Side Wall Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 8 ms)
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Figure 49. Contour Plot of q, Stress for the Road-Side Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 8 ms)
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Figure 50. Contour Plot of qy Stress for the Road-Side Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 8 ms)
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at Peak Response Time (t = 8 ms)
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Figure 54. Contour Plot of q,, Stress for the Roof Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 15 ins)
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Figure 60. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress a,
for the Roof at Peak Response Time (t = 15 ins)
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Figure 64. Contour Plot of oxy Stress for the Door-End Wall Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 11 ms)
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Figure 65. Contour Plot of a., Stress for the Door-End Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 11 ms)
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Figure 67. Contour Plot of a.,y Stress for the Door-End Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t =11 Ims)
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Figure 68. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress a,
for the Door-End Wall at Peak Response Time (t = 11 ms)
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Figure 73. Contour Plot of q,, Stress for the Curb-Side Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 24 ins)
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Figure 74. Contour Plot of axy Stress for the Curb-Side Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 24 mns)
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Figure 76. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress a,
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Figure 77. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress a~.
for the Curb-Side Wall at Peak Response Time (t =24 ins)
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Figure 78. Contour Plot of q,, Stress for the Front-End Wall Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 31 mns)
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Figure 79. Contour Plot of qyy Stress for the Front-End Wall Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 31 ms)
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Figure 80. Contour Plot of q.y Stress for the Front-End Wall Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 31 ms)
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Figure 81. Contour Plot of q,, Stress for the Front-End Wall Outer Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 31 ms)
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Figure 85. Contour Plot of Honeycomb Core Transverse Shear Stress a.
for the Front-End Wall at Peak Response Time (t = 31 ms)
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Figure 86. Contour Plot of or, Stress for the Floor and Wheel- Well Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t =12 ins)

Figure 87. Contour Plot of qyy Stress for the Floor and Wheel-Well Inner Face Sheet
at Peak Response Time (t = 12 ms)
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Figure 88. Contour Plot of a,, Stress for the Floor and Wheel- Well Inner Face Sheet
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Figure 89. Contour Plot of a,,, Stress for the Floor and Wheel- Well Outer Face Sheet
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Peak normal stresses in the roof inner face sheet occurred at the center (node 5370) as
shown in figures 54 and 55, with o'x = 35,720 psi and a,. = 47,940 psi at t = 15 milliseconds. At

the roof center, the magnitude of the in-plane shear stress q,. (figure 56) for this face sheet was
350 psi. The corresponding maximum principal stress p, at this location was 47,950 psi, which
exceeded yield by 20%. Because this principal stress exceeded the face sheet yield stress by
20%, the roof would expectedly deform in a plastic manner; however, this inner face sheet
principal stress was within 2.0% of the ultimate stress. A nonlinear plasticity model is
recommended to investigate the effects of yielding on the redistribution of stress in the roof face
sheets and to ensure sufficient ductility to prevent fracture. As with the road-side wall, stresses
along the edges of the roof inner face sheet exhibited moderate compression, suggesting that
some rotational resistance was provided from the D-extrusion joints. The maximum magnitude
of in-plane shear stress q-. for the roof inner face sheet was 24,482 psi, occurring adjacent to the
front wall/curb-side wall corner.

For the outer face sheet, the maximum compressive values of normal stresses o7,,
(figure 57) and a,.. (figure 58) at the center location were -38,410 and -49,420 psi, respectively.
The corresponding magnitude of in-plane shear stress o'. for the outer face sheet was 130 psi.
The resulting minimum principal stress crp2 was -38,408 psi and was slightly below the
compressive yield stress. The maximum magnitude of in-plane shear stress o, for the outer face
sheet of the roof was 22,531 psi (figure 59) at the same location for that of the inner face sheet.

Contour plots of the in-plane shear stress o-,, in both roof face sheets exhibited nearly
antisymmetric patterns as expected. Distributions of honeycomb core transverse shear stresses in
the roof were also nearly antisymmetric as shown in figures 60 and 61. The presence of the blast
extrusions in the roof had a noticeable effect on the distribution of honeycomb core transverse
shear stress oz. Peak values of the honeycomb core transverse shear stresses c. (figure 60) and
o,,. (figure 61) were 131.2 psi and 261.1 psi, respectively, occurring along the front and rear
edges at t = 15 milliseconds. These peak shear stresses, which were considered highly localized,
could not, however, be resolved with the global shelter model. Substructural models of the roof
edge regions using solid (continuum) elements of the face sheets, honeycomb core, extrusions,
and fasteners would be required. Away from the localized peaks, the honeycomb core transverse
shear stresses were within the allowable strength.

The solution time of interest was based on capturing peak stresses and displacements of
the various shelter panels. During this time, the door-end wall was subjected to a time-varying
positive overpressure, whereby the door remained in continuous contact with the frame
surrounding the door opening. The X-displacement time-history plot (see figure 42) shows there
were no instances of outward (+X) displacements of the door panel. Therefore, two load transfer
paths existed for the door, namely through the hinges/latch mechanisms and by contact with the
frame of the door opening. Rigid link elements were used to kinematically couple the
displacements between the door and the door opening frame to simulate the contact effects. If
the door panel had oscillated between inward and outward displacement modes, a geometrically
nonlinear model would be required. Upon any outward door panel motions resulting from either
dynamic rebound or negative pressure loading, the hinges and latch mechanisms would have
transferred the total door load to the door-end wall. For such a case, the hinges and latching
mechanisms would require meshing in a substructural model of both the door and door-end wall.
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The peak inner face sheet normal stresses o'T, and qy of the door-end wall were
27,890 psi and 32,710 psi, respectively, both occurring locally near the central hinge at
t =11 milliseconds. The magnitude of the corresponding in-plane shear stress o, for this
location was only 713 psi. The maximum principal stress op for the inner face sheet near the
central hinge was 32,813 psi and was below yield. The maximum magnitude for the in-plane
shear stress o-,, for the inner face sheet was 23,573 psi, which occurred along the curb-side,
vertical edge of the door opening.

For the outer face sheet, the peak compressive normal stresses O'7, and q,,. for the
door-end wall were -42,470 psi and -41,370 psi, respectively, with both occurring near the
central hinge. At this location, the magnitude of the corresponding in-plane shear stress a,o', was
1073 psi, resulting in a -40,957-psi minimum principal stress p2, which slightly exceeded yield
by 2%, for the door-end wall outer face sheet that. The maximum magnitude of in-plane shear
stress a,, for the outer face sheet was 16,661 psi, which occurred along the road-side vertical
edge of the door opening. Along the edges of the door-end wall, regions of stress reversal due to
the rotational joint stiffnesses were observed. It was noted that the delayed pressure on the
curb-side wall resulted in an unbalanced loading effect that led to racking deformations in both
end walls. These deformations significantly increased the magnitudes of in-plane shear stress
exerted on the end-wall face sheets. Peak values of honeycomb transverse shear stresses o, and
qz, were 101.6 psi and 145.8 psi, respectively. These peak values were highly localized along
the bottom edge of the door-end wall.

The peak response time of the front-end wall matched that of the door end wall, namely
t = II milliseconds, as both were subjected to only the overpressure. Peak normal stresses 01,
and q., of the inner face sheet were 24,740 psi and 33,640 psi, respectively, with both occurring
at the center (node 4129). At this location, the magnitude of in-plane shear stress o'> was 367
psi. The maximum magnitude of the in-plane shear stress a,,, for the inner face sheet was
15,039 psi, which occurred at the upper comer near the road-side wall. The maximum principal
stress a,' at the center of the inner face sheet was 33,655 psi and was below yield. For the outer
face sheet, the maximum compressive normal stresses a,, and q, were -25,550 psi and
-35,010 psi, respectively, occurring at the center. The magnitude of the in-plane shear stress qY
at this location was 1,073 psi. The maximum magnitude of the in-plane shear stress a,. for the
outer face sheet of the front-end wall was 15,582 psi, occurring at the upper comer near the
road-side wall. Stress reversals were observed along each edge of the front wall face sheets and
were indicative of rotational resistance afforded by the D-extrusion joints. These reversals,
however, were more dominant along the lower edge of the front wall. The distributions of
in-plane shear stresses for both face sheets were nearly antisymmetric. Peak values of the
honeycomb transverse shear stresses a, and a, were 111.8 psi and 136.5 psi, respectively, and
were highly localized along the edges.

Stresses in the curb-side wall reached their peak values at the arrival time, t,, of
24 milliseconds. Maximum values of inner face sheet normal stresses a-, and o> for the curb
side wall were 12,660 psi and 24,180 psi, respectively, occurring at the center. At this location,
the in-plane shear stress ay was 801 psi. The subsequent maximum principal stress ap at the
center location was 24,235 psi. The maximum magnitude of in-plane shear stress crY for the
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inner face sheet was 8,833 psi, occurring near the forward upper corner. Distribution of the inner
face sheet normal stresses indicated some limited rotational resistance of the D-extrusion joints
as evidenced by stress reversals along the edges of the curb side wall. For the outer face sheet,
the maximum compressive normal stresses or,. and a, were -13,996 psi and -26,257 psi,
respectively, occurring at the center. At this location, the magnitude of the corresponding
in-plane shear stress q,,. was approximately 700 psi. The resulting minimum principal stress Up2

was -26,294 psi. The maximum magnitude of in-plane shear stress o,, for the outer face sheet
was 9876 psi, which resided at the same location as that of the inner face sheet. The maximum
values of honeycomb core transverse shear stresses o and o-, were 60.7 psi and 137.4 psi,
respectively. Both occurred along the vertical edges of the curb-side wall, with the latter being
highly localized. The variation of core shear stress a, indicated that the blast hoop stiffeners
locally reduced this stress within the honeycomb layer. Recall that the curb-side wall was
subjected to the overpressure and that the road-side wall was subjected to the reflected and
dynamic pressures; the normal stresses within the curb-side wall were noticeably less than those
reported for the road-side wall.

Stress contour plots for the floor and wheel-well components were reported together in
figures 86 through 93. Overall, the peak stresses were observed at the mounting-kit fastener
locations. Remote from these peak locations, stresses for the face sheets and honeycomb core
were within the prescribed allowable values. Maximum stress components and principal stresses
were tabulated in table 7 for the face sheets and core of the floor and wheel well panels.

The extruded aluminum blast hoop stiffeners provided resistance to lateral deflections
and, to a lesser degree, racking deformations. The differences in the pressures and arrival times
between the road- and curb-side walls resulted in an unbalanced loading effect. This unbalance
led to racking deformations in the door- and front-end walls. The blast hoop stiffeners acted as
beams subjected to distributed loads with finite rotational stiffnesses at their ends. This was
evidenced by the fact that the peak bending moments developed along the ends of each stiffener
segment. The corresponding maximum bending stresses, cr, for each blast stiffener were
computed using the following generalized flexure stress equation (24) and are listed in table 8:

M y M,z (24)
1 _ I ,.

where M, = moment about local z-axis,

M. = moment about local y-axis,

y = section outer width/2,

z = section outer height/2,

!, = area moment of inertia about local y-axis,

I= area moment of inertia about local z-axis.
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Table 8. Maximum Bending Stresses in Blast Hoop Stiffeners for Road-Side Wall Blast

Road Side Wall As Incident Blast Face, Poo = 2.6 psi

Maximum

Bending Stress

Hoop (Psi) Element# Location

Forward 21,193 3487 Road side wall end adjacent to roof.

Center 24,647 3149 Road side wal end adjacent to roof.

Rear 33,105 3652 Road side waN end adjacent to floor.

Since the beam elements used to discretize the blast hoop stiffeners consisted of two local
nodes, namely node #1 and node #2, separate bending stress versus time history plots were
required for each node. The time history curves of peak o, values were separately plotted in
figures 94 through 99 for each segment end of the three blast hoop stiffeners (forward, center,
and rear). Figure 100 shows the element number locations referenced in the time history plot
legends.
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Overall, the predicted stresses for the 2.5-psi road-side wall blast case indicated that the
nonintegrated (empty) shelter was stressed to, and, in some locations, slightly beyond the
allowable material strengths and the limits of linear elasticity. The peak lateral deflections for
each panel surface were considered commensurate with the shelter construction and dynamic
loads. The maximum rotation between the road-side wall and roof joint was 80, occurring at
approximately 15 milliseconds. This time corresponded to the time of peak lateral deflection of
the roof panel. Note that this 80rotation was only 1 greater than the maximum rotation
witnessed for the same joint in the static section tests-confirming that the D-extrusion joints
provided limited rotational stiffness during the blast event. It is expected that any integration of
electronic equipment racks inside the shelter could provide mounting configurations that,
perhaps, may stiffen the shelter and reduce panel deflections.

As shown in table 7, principal stresses for the face sheets of the roof, side, and end walls
were stressed from below yield to as high as 20% beyond yield. For those regions where
principal stresses exceeded yield, some level of plastic deformation occurred. Peak stresses for
the wheel-well and floor panels were highly localized at the mounting kit fastener regions and
could not be resolved with the current global model. Substructural modeling is recommended to
ascertain whether these values were analytical anomalies or realistic stresses. Bending stresses
of the blast hoop stiffeners were predicted to be below their yield stress. Results of this blast
case and those of the curb-side wall as the incident face were assumed to be identical because the
shelter possesses nearly complete lateral symmetry (both geometrically and materially). The
unsymmetrical arrangement of door hinges and latch mechanisms prevented the assumption of
complete symmetry, but such features were considered to have inconsequential effects from a
global response perspective.

The maximum bending stress among all the blast hoop stiffener elements was 33,105 psi,
which occurred at 11 milliseconds along the road-side wall segment of the rear blast hoop
stiffener at the end adjacent to the floor. This maximum stress location is explained as follows.
In addition to the local M, bending moments, primarily due to the reflected pressure exerted
upon the road-side wall, the rear blast hoop stiffener supported a substantial Mz bending moment
due to the overpressure loading exerted upon the door-end wall. Furthermore, because the rear
blast hoop stiffener was located closer to the door-end wall than the forward blast hoop stiffener
was located to the front-end wall, the rear stiffener was subjected to a greater combination of
bending moments. Although the front and center blast hoop stiffeners were also subjected to M-
bending moments, there magnitudes were less. The factor of safety against yielding for the rear
blast hoop stiffener was 1.21.
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CONCLUSIONS

Sandwich panel construction, which is widely used in aircraft design, is particularly
advantageous for meeting the stringent structural and weight requirements of mobile military
systems. When properly designed for a prescribed flexural rigidity, SPC can provide an order of
magnitude weight reduction over homogeneous panel construction.

This investigation demonstrated that using aluminum face sheet/paper honeycomb core
SPC systems provides another advantage by decoupling the normal and transverse shearing
stresses among the constituent materials when E, <<E4 This decoupling enables the designer to
individually tailor the bending and transverse shearing responses, allowing for additional weight
reductions.

Sandwich panel construction, however, raises the level of engineering complexities
required for proper design practices and avoidance methods for structural failure modes that are
not an issue for homogeneous panel construction. For example, unlike, HPC, SPC must deal
with interlaminar shear, face sheet/core delaminations, core crushing, etc. Furthermore, SPC
requires using close-out extrusions to enable interconnectivity of adjacent panels. Here, the
localized mechanical behavior at the panel/extrusion connections, which is often unknown and
difficult to predict, can significantly influence the global response of the structure. As shown in
this report, rotational stiffnesses at these interfaces were required and were subsequently
determined through substructural testing and later incorporated as kinematic parameters in the
full-shelter models.

The material level and substructural level tests were indispensable steps in ensuring
continued accuracy of the sandwich element and proper representation of the local joint
rotational stiffnesses. Both levels of testing were necessary in developing the full global shelter
models for accurate predictions of mode shapes, frequencies, and dynamic air blast responses.
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